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The dawn of 2022 is almost here, which means many of us are contemplating ways we can start fresh and introduce new healthy and

fulfilling habits into our lives. In the spirit of feeling good inside and out, the intersection of a beauty and wellness routine is a

fruitful place to begin. Just ask the in-demand founders in the field: They channel the same passion and dedication it took to build

their brands into their personal approaches to skin care, self-care, and self-expression. From reinstating restorative rituals to

introducing new beauty strategies, here 14 beauty and wellness founders reveal their insightful and illuminating New Year’s

resolutions for 2022. Trust that as you set your own intentions for a brand new year, they serve up plenty of feel-good inspiration.
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Nyakio Grieco, founder of Thirteen Lune
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Over the last two years, while it’s been difficult for so many of us, some of my most pure moments of feeling seen and my most

beautiful are those moments connecting with the powerful women I’m so lucky to call my own. 2021 was an incredible year for me

professionally and with my commitment to mentoring young girls and fellow beauty founders. My experiences this past year inspired

my commitment in 2022 to prioritizing time, virtually or in person, with the women I love so dearly. The joy, the laughs, the tears,

sharing our favorite beauty secrets, and championing one another do wonders for my heart and soul. Two of my favorite Thirteen

Lune brands that I’m so excited to carry into 2022 are my Dr. Nigma B Famous Vitamin B supplements, which naturally energize me

without the giant jolt of caffeine. I also swear by the Switch2Pure Jade Mask! As someone who suffers from dark circles, puffiness

and allergies, this mask helps to alleviate facial tension and is like a cooling blanket for your face. Bonus, I finally found a reset

cleanse that I love in Kroma Wellness! It’s a cleanse that doesn’t feel like a cleanse. It’s delicious and so good for you at the same

time! I also love to bring the broths and juice packs on the plane for healthy alternatives while traveling.
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